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Editors’ letter

Dear Readers,

This issue celebrates sound in various forms. 
Amongst other things, the pandemics has 
reshaped soundscapes, changing the way we 
listen and create sounds altogether. The sud-
den decrease in human intervention in public 
spaces revealed a palette of sonic material 
that was previously hidden and passed un-
noticed. The new modes of listening focus on 
frequencies, tonalities and textures that had to 
emerge from silence, rather than movement. 
Sound has become a tool to reflect on cultural 
and socio-political shifts. As a timed-based 
media, sound captures motion - slow / fast - 
reflecting fluctuations - instability / continuity 
/ interruption. It is only natural then that, as 
creative practitioners, we turned our attention 
towards those elements of the environment 
that are more lively, more emotional and un-
settled at the same time, as we try to commu-
nicate ideas about situations of crisis.

This issue presents a series of approaches 
to sound. Whether in the form of poems, as 
conceptual tools, instructions or actual sonic 
experiments, this collection of works reflect 
how sound is perceived and reinterpreted 
repeatedly in the on-going necessity to get 
closer to each other and to our surroun-
dings. The possible frames that sonic content 
creates open up discussions that transcend 
the medium. Bringing together the works of 
students from Sound Design pathway and not 
only, this issue becomes a compendium of 
sonic interactions which take shape around a 
close observation of sound as an increasingly 
prevalent material.

♡
Lera Kelemen, Content Editor

Dear Readers,

This issue has been an interesting take on 
talking, writing, analysing and interpreting 
sound, yet, without sound itself. With a pletho-
ra of varied creative takes on this line of en-
quiries, contributors came up with innovative 
and surprising ways of presenting sound and 
their relation to it. Would it be as artists, or as 
‘lambda’ people. 

Designing this publication was all about 
acknowledging the structures of each sub-
missions, highlighting the clear and sharp 
submitted ‘scores’. Layouts become ‘visual 
scores’, partitions of the pages’ surface. 

A small reading suggestion; do focus on fin-
ding an enjoyable sonic environment to read 
this issue. 
Maybe your family’s house backyard, filled 
with crickets and gorgeous sun.  
Maybe the silent street of a capital city in 
mid-August. 
An empty balcony at nighttime maybe? 

⦅⦅⦅  ⦆⦆⦆
Louise Gholam, Design Editor
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Sound of Memories Trapped within These Walls
by Anayis N. Der Hakopian

6 7
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Abstract: Re-ordination of archaeological 
findings from the River Wear model the un-
derstanding of the impact of the local mining 
industry on spoken words. The sonic findings 
are a result and agent of social landscape. 
Engagement with language, speech and dia-
lect situated at the site of the river calibrates 
material and sound as active agents. Photo-
grammetric modelling, sonic artefacts and 
vector renderings are analysed to identify the 
microstratigraphy of the site. The evidence is 
then combined and informed by excavation 
data from the sites to reveal a phenomenon 
previously unrecognized. The spatio-temporal 
relationships of the Three Sonic Objects and 
Pit Palimpsest geoglyphs are considered as 
liminal spaces during the 20th Century, contai-
ning words, actions and creations of ancestral 
importance.

Wear Rhymes with Ear: 
Recent Research on  
the Three Sonic Objects

by Susan Atw
ill
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The M
agical Stories 

of O
ld B

ritain (shortened)
by Rosie Ann Boxall

Scan this code to listen 
to the audio piece.

The Magical Stories of Old Britain is a long form spoken word audio piece 
written, directed and edited by Rosie Ann Boxall. It is a collection of spoken 

word performances of traditional British folktales. It features 15 mythical 
stories each told through the eyes of 5 contradicting characters. Whose story 

do you choose to believe?

THE KNIGHT
Selkies – or the seal folk – are half human, half seal and have com-
monly been described as mermaids. A selkie’s normal state is in the 

water in the form of a seal. The only time they come onto land is when 
they want to find a mate and do so by shedding their seal coat and 

transforming into a human.

THE FAIRIES
 “ Here am I, thy bairn's father

Although I be not comely.
“I am a man upon the land,

I am a silkie on the sea,
And when I'm far and far frae land

My home it is in Sules Skerry.”
 

THE KING
I knew a man who tried to marry a Selkie, many years back. He said 
he came across a beautiful woman on the beach one day, she didn’t 

speak much from what I heard, but her beauty was something to 
behold. It’s funny he didn’t work out that she was a Selkie, a siren sent 
to seduce men. She must have hidden her seal coat from him, so she 

could turn back into her mermaid form.

THE GOBLIN
Pah! What a fool! Selkies are so obvious, mortals are so oblivious. The 
mermaids come out the sea, find a man, to seduce and trick him. Only 
to steal his children away from him. (mocking) Leaving a poor lonely 

man with only his memories of a mysterious lady he once loved. 

THE KING
Well, he took her back to his house and looked after her, treated her 
well, planned to make her his wife. Then one night she just ran off, 

back to the sea I presume. He really should have found her coat and 
kept it from her if he wanted to keep her on land. Foolish guy didn’t 

know what he was getting into.

THE GOBLIN (mocking again)
Poor, poor lonely man… 

THE WITCH
The Selkies are your friends. You will not treat them like pets. They 
are wise. They understand the depths of the sea, and the heights of 

the land. They can become your companion, if they chose to. You can 
have a long and rewarding friendship with the Selkies. But never try to 
control, capture or contain them. They are independent creatures, with 

their own minds and decisions. You have no precedent over them. 

THE KNIGHT
Many men have held Selkies captive, thinking it is their right to refuse 
the selkie her seal coat back so that she can return to the water. Selk-
ies are kind and naive creatures, and so are usually tricked into being 

stuck on land this way.

THE FAIRIES
“And it shall come tae pass on a summer's day

When the sun shines bright on every stone,
I'll come and fetch my little young son
And teach him how to swim the foam.

“And you, you shall marry a pround gunner,
And a proud gunner I'm sure he'll be,

But the very first shot that e'er he shoots
He'll kill both my young son and me.”

-------------------------

THE FAIRIES
Come all you pretty fair maids, a warning take by me,

Be sure you quit night walking, and shun bad company,
For if you don't you are sure to rue until the day you die
Beware of meeting Rynadine all on the mountains high.

THE KING
There was this young lady who used to work under me, a real beauty 
– I can’t remember her name now – but she was lovely girl. When I 
heard what happened to her, I was genuinely upset. Reynardine got 

to her, that werefox who lives down south, in his supposedly amazing 
castle. Yeah, someone said they saw her talking to Reynardine and 
she decided to just leave her life here and go live with him. I don’t 

know why anyone would want to live with a man who can turn into a 
fox instead of here with me. But there you go, young ladies minds get 

confused by him, I’ll never understand it.
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THE GOBLIN
They may call him Puck now, but the original trickster has gone by 

many names over his long life. He’s been there at every twist and turn, 
pushing, nudging things into the pits of chaos. You say he finds every-
thing funny? Well his jokes aren’t funny, but his disruption to countless 
unsuspecting lives, that’s what he finds comedically priceless. Mortals 
can never be his ally when he’s always searching for the best way to 

trip them up. 

THE FAIRIES
Now Robin having got this art,

    He oft would make a good sport,
And hearing of a wedding day,

    He makes him ready for't.
Most like a jovial fidler then

    He drest himselfe most gay,
And goes to the wedding house,

    There on his crowd to play.

He welcome was unto this feast,
    And merry they were all;

He play'd and sung sweet songs all day,
    At night to sports did fall.

He first did put the candles out,
    And being in the dark,

Some would he strike, and some would pinch,
    And then sing like a lark.

The candles being light again,
    And things well and quiet,

A goodly posset was brought in
    To med their former diet.

Then Robin for to have the same
    Did turn him to a beare;

Straight at that sight the people all
    Did run away for fear.

Then Robin did the posset eate,
    And having serv'd them so,

Away goes Robin with all haste,
    Then laughing hoe, hoe, hoe!

THE KNIGHT
Reynardine is a werefox who lives in a castle in the Irish mountains. He 
has the head of a fox, but otherwise is humanoid and is usually dressed 
in smart, dapper clothes and gives off an air of superiority. He is known 
for enticing or kidnapping young women back to his castle, with no one 
knowing what he does with them there. It is said that he is very clever, 

handsome, and charismatic, making young girls easily fall for his tricke-
ry. None of the women he is known to have taken have returned, so he 
has been labelled a cold-hearted murderer. If you come across him you 

should not talk to him, at all, or risk being kidnapped.

THE WITCH
You do not need to be as scared of Reynardine as others may say. He 
may take you, he may harm you; but he also may talk to you, he may 

entertain you. You must talk to those that frighten you to understand their 
hold on you. There are two sides to every story, yours and his. 

THE GOBLIN
What an innocent, naive thought. A werefox is only thinking about his 
next meal. Any words he speaks are designed to entice his next victim 
back to his den. A cunning killer with a quicksilver tongue. Reynardine 

knows how to coerce young girls into walking to their death. A kind and 
dapper man like him would protect them, right? That what they think up 
until the second he’s jumped on them, closing his jaw around their soft 

necks. 
-------------------------

THE KING
I used to be good friends with that Puck guy, he was a good laugh. That 
short little man, always dressed in bright colours, big grin on his face; 
yeah, he used to hang around these parts. It was fun to be entertained 
by an elf, or hobgoblin or whatever he was. He used to do the funniest 

pranks and make the best jokes, of course his magic always made them 
better. It was all fun and games, until he took one of his jokes too far – I 
swear he could have gotten me killed. But he always just found every-
thing funny. So I told him to get lost, and I haven’t seen him since. If I 

ever see him again, I think I’d kill him.

THE KNIGHT
One of the most famous of the Fair Folk is Puck, having lived openly along-
side humans for centuries. He is mostly a friendly creature, looking to find 

friends and entertain. Puck has been known to change his appearance 
depending on who he is around, but most commonly presents himself as 

an adult male with dark skin, large eyes, and pointy ears, dressed in bright 
colours and a red pointed hat. Throughout history, many important figures 
have enjoyed his acquaintance, as Puck usually prefers those in power.
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THE WITCH 
Puck, Robin Goodfellow, whatever you want to call him, he’s imma-
ture. How many years has he spent torturing and teasing humans? 

And what for? Fun? Fame? He only plays his petty games because he’s 
scared humans will forget him. (collecting herself) You must not be-
friend him. You must not give him the attention he foolishly craves. 

THE KNIGHT
He enjoys playing tricks, with those he is close with usually falling 

victim to his pranks. Some of his jokes have resulted in public scandal, 
exile and even death. While he appears to be a merry character, it is 
wise to not get too involved with him so as to not be at risk to one of 

his vicious pranks.

The poems featured in this work are in the public domain or under creative com-
mons licences. Poems featured: Collier, J.P. (1841) The Merry Pranks of Robin 

Goodfellow: Very Pleasant and Witty, Chapter 3; Unknown Author (circa 1814) The 
Mountains High; Unknown Author (circa 1850) The Great Selkie of Sule Skerry

Exh-Sys-01 Exh-Sys-01 is a breathing score, to let all of 
the pressure exit your body. Activate your 
lungs, and breathe according to the shapes 
below. All is welcome and okay. No practice.

Score developed by Michiel Teeuw for 
Exh-Sys, a series of collaborative performative 
gestures, texts, dialogues and objects 
constituting a Nation of the Exhausted.

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(area left intentionally blank)

by M
ichiel Teeuw
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Grasping the Underlying

by Konstantina Benaki Chatzispasou
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In April 2020 being confined in my house due to the Covid-19 situation, my garden became my
playground. Observing my surroundings, gave importance to the smallest things that were
happening around me. Like these ants in my yard, we were sharing our everyday routine.  
Goingback and forth on the same pathway, filling in our everyday needs.

I was inspired by Henry Michaux’s practice and I tried to “grasp” those ants’ movement. Their
shadow guided me to explore their flow, rhythm and pace. Together we explored the paper’s
territory. We created an asemic dialogue, by just feeling the presence of the other. The process
of making these signs allowed me to re-approach my relationship with my surroundings.

Link for the video: https://vimeo.com/433935783

https://vimeo.com/433935783
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Seeking, 
perpetual fleeting

by Rahul Pradhan
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shut your door, window, laptop. turn off all electronics, except your phone.

(b r e a t h e)

open voice memos, sound recording, any app that captures noise. 

place it on your des s s k, 
    centre, away from the edge.

press: play.

     stop.

play the sound back, check your breath hasn’t been caught by it.

record the recording you just made.
 record it, again
   (and again
      and again
          and again)
till a quiet sustained ring starts to emerge.

   (record it one final time, hold your breath). 

open ‘New Recording 108’, edit the volume, let it rise until the riiiiing pierces your ears 
                     (and your dog starts to whine).

play the note out loud, once more.

hum it. try to pitch it, sing it.

Find the note on a piano, it’s not quite right? Try again.

Sit down at the piano, press the right sustain down, as your middle finger holds down G5. 

G5
by Jam

es Sunderland

Close Your Eyes.

Let the sound fill the room (fill your soul). 

b r e a t h e  o u t.

Let it rest on your lower lip and tongue, heavy, let it linger.

You have found your shapeshifter, your inaudible companion. 

Breathe them. 

         Sustain, G5.
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Home

byJohn Peter Guerrier

Up

by
Jo

hn
 P

et
er
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ue

rr
ie

r
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Memory of Silenceby N
icholas Faris

Residing into silence following noise

I dreamt of the white sands at night

It’s vast stillness glistening dune to shore

The patience of the tide remains undisturbed

As echoes of white noise rush the ocean floor

Salt waters flow along the banks of my memories

I hear the supportive voice of your call

The cycle of one’s end

Restfully undisturbed

Transforms new beginnings
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An exploration of 
the Free Music Archive

by Cam
ille Le Flem

 Earlier this year I’ve been navigating 
around the Free Music Archive, which is an 
archive organised following curators collec-
tion instead of genres categories. Listening to 
the collection of musics seemed like meeting 
the curators, discovering their personality and 
experiencing good chemistry happening. 

 I recorded my journey through this 
sonic environment, taking notes of the unex-
pected surprises encountered on the way, the 
paths that I chose not to follow and my take 
away from the experience. I used a process 
of data visualisation established on a visual 
language mirroring a musical score structure. 
The graphics is not specifically recording the 
music I’ve listened to but more my unders-
tanding and experience of the sound environ-
ment and my emotional reaction to it. 

 A key is attached to the data visualisa-
tion to offer the possibility to either decode my 
notes or to choose to observe the image as an 
abstract representation of my wandering.
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 by Rosie Ash

within and throughout 
a pandemic 

The destitution centre was always a noisy 
place. Crammed into a 3-storey house, in one 
day around seventy people would file in and 
out, collecting food parcels, using compu-
ters, storing suitcases, eating food, talking, 
laughing, showering, taking lessons together 
and supporting one another. Back in 2019 
I was lucky enough to become part of this 
chaotic community as I started running activi-
ties that were mostly music related. 

 I sat in the main lounge/kitchen/dining 
area with a notebook and a ukulele and tried 
to make conversation with those around me.

 A man comes over, smiling and I ask 
what kind of music he likes. He gets out his 
phone and I wonder if he’s avoiding talking 
to me but…no, he’s searching for something 
on YouTube. He shows me a video and points 
‘This. This in my country.’ I don’t know what 
the instrument is, and he only knows the name 
in Arabic, but it is a small string instrument, 
and it is played in a similar style to a guitar. He 
smiles and nods to the music coming from his 
small phone speaker.
 The following week, the man who 
showed me the video wasn’t at the centre. 
Instead, a young child comes up to me and 
asks what the ukulele is and if they can play. 
I hand it over to them and they play the open 
strings as loudly as possible. I show them a 
basic chord. Each week from then, a small 
group of us would sit with some ukuleles and 
we would play together. As we mirror and 
harmonise with one another, we understand 
each other differently, reforming our reality 
through the senses. In the space of the centre, 
we perform with each other, for each other, 
improvising our own constantly shifting and 
limitless collective identity. 
 The activity coordinator often asks us 
if we want to use the office upstairs to play, 
where it’s quiet. We don’t. We want to play 
music here, at the heart of the centre, in the 
middle of the noise: ‘sounds upon sounds; the 
overheard upon the heard.’1 We stay where 
everyone in the community can listen in, inter-
rupt, or sing with us. 
 I have no experience of forced displa-
cement or living in destitution, but through 
getting to  know individuals in the centre I 
learned a lot about their experiences of co-
ming to the UK as asylum seekers. I learned 
that many people seeking asylum in the UK 
are stuck in destitution for many years whilst 
their cases are reviewed, several people are 

1 Brandon Labelle, Sonic Agency: Sound and Emergent Forms of Resistance, 
(London: Goldsmiths Press, 2018), p. 60.
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homeless, and many are stuck in an enforced 
poverty limbo.
 I learned that on entering England, each 
person seeking sanctuary must report for a 
so-called ‘screening’ interview. In this inter-
view, often recorded after long and difficult 
journeys, their words are bound to them. Any 
deviation from the information they share in 
their initial interview can greatly harm their 
legal case. Any public discussion of their ex-
perience can also do more damage than good. 
If they publicly expose that they may have 

breached any of the UK’s asylum regulations 
or reveal that their story might no longer align 
with what they said in their initial screening 
interview, this can be enough for their asylum 
claim to be denied, for them to be held in a 
detention centre indefinitely or even for them 
to be deported.
 Perhaps naively, I was astounded by 
the extent to which these people’s voices and 
lived realities had really been silenced. 

 Through running a summer creche in 
the centre, I met two actors who were starting 
a theatre company called Compass Collective. 
They played drama games with the kids and 
explained to me that they were devising a 
show with the women’s group at the centre. I 
offered to help out and watched the way that 
the women bonded and grew in confidence 
throughout the process of making the show. 
By the time they performed at Southwark 
Playhouse they were each speaking and sin-
ging to the whole audience, their voices reso-
nating around the auditorium.

 As part of the show, they interviewed 
each of the women in the group and created 
a sound piece called ‘We Walk Tall’. These 
interviews with the women became the basis 
for my dissertation and I began to build my 
research and practice around attempting to 
empower and amplify marginalised voices. 

 Every conversation and community 
project is different but all of the projects are 
grown in the same organic way, moulding to 
fit the participant’s needs. Building personal 
connections and engaging each participant 
on an individual level has remained the central 
part of my practice. Each project group works 
together to build our collective voice. To-
gether, we seek new empathetic possibilities 
for speakers and listeners.
 At the beginning of the pandemic, I 
sat in the quiet carriage of a train from Lon-
don to Northampton transcribing interviews 

with the women. Opposite me someone plays 
music from their phone out loud, and I become 
frustrated with their interruption. In disturbing 
me their sound invades my space, and I desi-
gnate it as noise. As stated by Brandon La-
belle, ‘noise by definition is that sound which 
occurs where it should not. It finds its way 
in, to disrupt the particular setting.’ To make 
a sound in the quiet carriage is to bring into 
question the social and power dynamics of the 
space at that moment in time, briefly revealing 
the structures that surround and arrange our 
interactions. I lose the privilege of quietness 
and am forced into an interaction with the 
noise. I could speak up in response, but in 
doing this, I am also made vulnerable. Through 
using my voice, I reveal myself to be a body.
 Noisemaking makes audible the mul-
tiple hierarchies of power in any space and 
reveals the effect of these hierarchies on our 
bodies. Hence, this encounter begins to make 
explicit the blurred and subjective bounda-
ries between sound and noise, as well as the 

transformative potential that lies within the act 
of making noise. 
 Whilst the destitution centre has been 
left quiet, all of our voices have moved online. 
Sound Sanctuary is a collection of voices 
that have been brought together in online 
workshops across the past year. Each of us 
have experienced feeling isolated and lonely, 
but the work’s featured in the Sound Sanc-
tuary also aim to evidence the great strength, 
resilience and adaptability of people seeking 
sanctuary, both as individuals and a diverse 
collective.
 Sound sanctuary is a quiet safe space 
between nation states for anyone who would 
like to listen, reflect, and hopefully feel ins-
pired to make some of their own noise.

www.sound-sanctuary.co.uk

http://www.sound-sanctuary.co.uk
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Keep posted on upcoming open calls for
our next issue on the instagram page: 

@thepluralist.world
Send notes, pitches, questions, ideas,

writings, or visual submissions to: 
thepluralist.rca@gmail.com.


